
Intellectual property can be an organisation’s most valuable 
asset. In these globalised times, you need to consider your IP 
on a local, pan-Middle Eastern and international scale.

Powerful protection for
your intellectual assets
IP in the Middle East

You need effective strategies for managing your 
portfolios, ensuring they are both protected and, 
where appropriate, marketable. You want advice 
that allows for the commercialisation of know-
how and technology through sale and licensing, 
accurate portfolio valuation and careful and thorough 
negotiation of agreements.

What we do for clients
The team in the Middle East works closely with you to 
develop, protect, promote and enforce your intellectual 
property rights. Through our international network of 
offices we have established a reputation for developing 
innovative solutions to deal with the challenges facing 
you in the most cost effective way.

We strive to understand your business so that you 
maximise the value of your intellectual property rights. 
The specialist skills and know-how of our lawyers, 
coupled with cutting-edge technology, allows us to 
make a real difference to your success.

When disputes do occur, we can act sensitively 
to balance costs, publicity and other commercial 
considerations to choose the most appropriate 
resolution process and maximise results.

Committed locally
Through our network of offices in Abu Dhabi, Amman, 
Baghdad, Doha, Dubai and Riyadh, we have dedicated 
lawyers with the local knowledge and technical 
expertise required to guide you through the most 
complex cases.

We understand that IP law needs to be approached 
differently in the Middle East, than it does in other parts 
of the world. Our international best practice combined 
with local IP practices and customs mean we deliver 
legal solutions that actually work in reality and provide 
our clients with the means to carry out business at a 
regional and global level. You will have a single point of 
contact for advice on all of your issues.

Areas we cover include
 – advertising, sponsorship and promotion

 – the internet and IP protection

 – trademark portfolio management

 – trademark filing and cancellation actions

 – transactional IP work

 – anti-counterfeit and anti-piracy enforcement

 – IP litigation

 – planning and executing campaigns to raise 
awareness

 – around IP issues.
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Examples of our IP work 
 – Acting for software companies for their intellectual 
property enforcement work in various jurisdictions in t 
he Middle East. This includes obtaining an award for 
damages in Saudi Arabia, the first recorded success of  
this type in the Kingdom.

 – Acting for a major international tobacco company. 
This involves executing and managing the client’s 
anticounterfeiting work in the Middle East and parts of  
Asia and Africa.

 – Acting for a leading French fashion house and leather and 
luxury goods manufacturer in its actions against an entity 
which reproduced the trademark of the client without 
authorization in the UAE.

 – Representing a major FMCG before the Board of 
Grievances in Saudi Arabia in an action against 
unauthorised use of a famous trademark.

Did you know?
1.  Our specialist lawyers achieve the successful commercialisation of know-how and technology 

through accurate portfolio valuation and careful and thorough negotiation of agreements.

2. We are experts in devising effective strategies to resolve disputes using our innovative RAPID 
Resolution case management approach.

3. Our IP team’s international diversity enables us to provide a range of local and international advice 
to ensure co-ordination in supporting your IP portfolio.

4. We have a range of award winning pricing models and solutions designed to deliver transparency 
and certainty for your legal spend.

5. Many of our lawyers have worked in-house in the past and have experience of the challenges you 
face and answers you need.

6. We are one of the largest law firms in the Middle East in terms of geographic reach and one of a 
few international law firms with an office on the ground in Baghdad.

7.  Our sector group experience enables us to provide you with targeted expertise, specific to your needs.

8. Our lawyers combined linguistic skills include Arabic, Armenian, English and French.
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